Inspirational quote of the day
Monday:The best preparation for tomorrow is do your best today.
Tuesday:Every day may not be good but there is a bit of good everyday.
Wednesday:Strive for progress.
Thursday:Saying nothing sometimes says the most.
Friday:Do what you can with what you have.

School Improvement Ideas
by : Lilly Parsley and Gracie Lile
We asked several students how they would change the school if the could. We had very good
answers and hope you think so too.
Cooper richardson : Better food
Taylor Detwiler: better food, more field trips
Terashay: More field trips
Joshua decker: No school? Or more recess
Blake shields: recess
Kenadi Swihart: Less homework
Josie Lich: The way our break is

Maggie Cassady: Better Basketballs

Recipes/Crafts
I want to make slime and slime is fun all you do is you
buy in then you get sta flo and food coloring and you mix
it and you made slime.So that why I like slime because it
satisfying.

The Incredibles 2 pg.1
By Abby Logsdon

Finally it’s here! The Incredibles 2 is finally here! After 14 years Incredibles
2 finally came out. Now I have personally have seen Incredibles 2, and in my
opinion Incredibles 2 is so much better than the first one. One thing I like in
Incredibles 2, they brought E back. In my opinion my favorite character Helen
Parr or Elastigirl.
In the new Incredibles Tony the boy Violet likes and that’s who she is going
to the movies with Friday night, but Violet gets mad and takes here mask of and
Tony sees her. The only reason she did that was because she got frustrated
and she didn’t want to be a superhero no more. At this time in the movie
superheros are still illegal, but don’t worry because Helen is going on a mission
to save superheros rights to fight crime. Now if you want to find out more you

The Incredibles 2 pg.2
By Abby Logsdon

Will have to watch the movie. Also if you have never seen either movies than
you should start out watching the first Incredibles than move on to the second
one. Thanks for reading the Paw Print Press!

Fortnite Save The World
Fortnite Save The World is a game for most gaming platforms or consoles it
cost 39.99 but is believed to become free sometime this january. Fortnite is a
multiplatform game where your goal is to collect minerals and defend the
earth from “zombies” but the so called zombies have been toned down and
look more like purple blobs but I respect this because it is supposed to be a
fun online game not a horror movie. Save the world was
released in 2017 by epic games the creators of gears of
war, infinity blade, and paragon. The only down side on
this game is that it is possible to be scammed because
there is a trading system and players can lie and trick
you.

The Cone Snail
The cone snail is a snail that is very venomous and can easily kill a person in one sting.
So don't find yourself by its mouth.It is called the cigarette snail because you can only smoke one cigarette before
your organs fail and you die.
But luckily the smaller species can’t
kill you usually so that lowers the
chances to be killed. The Cone Snail
is one of the biggests families of marine snails
Imagine a 9 inch snail in your hands you
would most likely be hit by a venomous tooth.
The Cone Snail’s shell is heavy and smooth
witch makes them a very prized and very
venomous snail. Did you know that the
venomous tooth on its face can shoot out
and kill you with venom that is so strong that it can kill fish with it.
So do you believe it is deadly or just a hoax.lanning on getting in the ocean soon think twice next time.

Lunch Menu By Markah Huddleston and Olivia Madison
Monday’s lunch is mini corn dogs, potato smiles, California blend
veggies, peach cup and milk choice.
Tuesday’s lunch is hamburger or cheeseburger, dill slices, baked
fries, baked beans, fruit and milk choice.
Wednesday’s lunch is pizza, whole kernel corn, veggies with corn,
fruit and milk choice.

